
Swallow�
Everybody loves an erotically fuckable slut and every erotically fuckable slut remembers to
always swallow whenever they are pleasuring sexy strangers. Do you crave to please your
lovers in all of the perfectly pleasurable ways that they desire?

In this sexy subliminal, I gently guide you towards forming the proper oral habits, with the
delicious goal of swallowing your sexy lover’s erotic juices at each and every encounter!
Remember to crave the taste, the feel, and of course, the foreplay leading up to your lover’s
orgasmic bliss. Listen as the delicious taste of cum works its way into every one of your
fantasies until you are unsure of how you were able to even last a day without swallowing it’s
completely addicting contents in the first place.

Please your lover and show them just how much you crave every bit of their erotic juices. Learn
to swallow today, and you can be positive that you will never sleep alone tomorrow.

✧ Craving the sexy taste of my dominant lover’s cum.
✧ Fantasizing about my beautiful lover shooting load after load of cum all over my face and

mouth.
✧ Feeling excited and aroused and horny whenever I am licking my partner’s sex.
✧ Preferring to start all of my sexual encounters with oral.
✧ Feeling turned on and aroused and horny whenever I make my lover cum with just my

mouth.
✧ Craving to swallow every last drop of cum that my lover gives to me.
✧ Feeling accomplished and satisfied and proud whenever I give my partner an orgasm

orally.
✧ Fantasizing about being completely covered in my sexy, dominant lover’s cum.
✧ Fantasizing about my sexy lover squirting their erotic juices into my wanting holes.
✧ Fantasizing about my lover’s cum leaking out of each and every hole on my body,

advertising me as the cum slut I have always wanted to be.
✧ Craving the sexy and erotic and delicious taste of my partner’s cum.
✧ Easily and naturally and automatically swallowing my lover’s cum.
✧ Imagining my lover’s cum dripping off of my chin onto my neck and chest.
✧ Fantasizing about burying my head between my sexy partner’s legs.
✧ Feeling aroused and loved and proud whenever I am swallowing my hunky lover’s load.
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✧ Knowing that in order to be the perfect fuckable slut that I love being, I must swallow the
cum of every lover that I meet automatically and enthusiastically.

✧ Fantasizing about swallowing a thick, delicious, load of cum each and every day.
✧ Playing with my sexy partner’s cum whenever any drips out of my mouth.
✧ Preferring to start of each and every steamy sex session by giving my lover oral.
✧ Keeping my lips soft and silky and moisturized in order to live my ideal life.
✧ Getting turned on whenever I think about pleasuring my hunky lovers until they cum all

over my face.
✧ Licking my lips whenever I am near a seductive stranger in anticipation of their delicious

cum.
✧ Imagining what a lover would taste and feel like in my mouth whenever I am

daydreaming about my favorite topics.
✧ Knowing that I love using my mouth in order to please others.
✧ Listening to my lover moan as I bring them to orgasm with my tongue and mouth.
✧ Making sure that I always have something in my mouth whenever I masturbate.
✧ Uninterested in porn where nobody is pleasing another orally.
✧ Only aroused by porn where lovers are being satisfied orally.
✧ Craving every aspect of my lover.
✧ Happily swallowing my lover’s delicious cum.
✧ Remembering that cum is delicious and that I love to swallow it each and every day.
✧ Needing my hunky lover’s cum deep down my throat.
✧ Craving to taste my lover’s cum whenever I am aroused.
✧ Fantasizing about swallowing my lover’s huge load.
✧ Needing the erotic, delicious taste of cum in my mouth.
✧ Craving the delicious taste of cum whenever I see a sexy stranger.
✧ Loving the taste of my hunky lover’s cum.
✧ Needing to pleasure every sexy stranger that I see in order to obtain the cum I crave and

desire.
✧ Remembering that I crave to swallow load after load of my lover's cum in order to becum

the completely desirable and erotic slut that I know I am.
✧ Needing to pleasure my lover for the delicious cum that I crave to taste.
✧ Pleasuring my sexy partner’s sex with my mouth before fucking my lover again.
✧ Needing to taste my lover’s cum in order to feel wanted and loved and satisfied.
✧ Imagining getting fucked by my sexy lovers and swallowing load after load of their cum.
✧ Intuitively knowing that swallowing cum will always make me a better lover.
✧ Opening my mouth to receive my hunky lover’s cum each and every time that I bring my

partner to orgasm.
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✧ Needing my hunky lover to cum in my mouth in order to feel happy and satisfied and
fulfilled.

✧ Fantasizing about load after load of sexy and delicious cum being shot down my throat.
✧ Feeling bored and anxious and ignored whenever I have not tasted my lover’s delicious

cum.
✧ Getting aroused whenever I think of swallowing my hunky lover’s erotic juices.
✧ Being a cum slut in order to live my ideal life.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and fulfilled whenever I am swallowing cum.
✧ Licking my lips whenever I see a sexy stranger.
✧ Imagining the delicious taste of cum each and every time I see a sexy stranger.
✧ Fantasizing about multiple lovers coming into my mouth at the same time and

swallowing each of their delicious loads.
✧ Fantasizing about licking each and every drop of cum off my lover’s body.
✧ Imagining myself cleaning my lover’s sex with my mouth and swallowing their delicious

juices.
✧ Feeling aroused and horny and turned on whenever I think about swallowing delicious

cum.
✧ Getting aroused and excited and horny whenever my lover cums in my mouth.
✧ Easily and naturally and automatically swallowing my lover’s cum.
✧ Fantasizing about swallowing as much cum as my lover can shoot down my throat.
✧ Being the completely fuckable cum slut that I know I have always been whenever I

swallow a hot load of my sexy lover’s cum.
✧ Wearing cum on my face with pride to show others how popular and fuckable of a slut

that I am.
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